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ELA  Launch  (Focus  Word  Introduction)  Teacher  Directions:  



Unit 1.04!



Cloning: Threat or opportunity?  FOCUS WORDS OF THE WEEK



!feature : (noun) quality, trait, characteristic! FORMS/RELATED WORDS: features, featured, featuring, featureless! __________________________________________________________________________________________ EXAMPLES OF USE: One feature of a good friend is someone who is honest about how they feel.! __________________________________________________________________________________________ TURN AND TALK: Discuss the features you look for in a friend.! __________________________________________________________________________________________



!impact : (verb) to affect or influence! FORMS/RELATED WORDS: impacts, impacted, impacting, impactful! __________________________________________________________________________________________ EXAMPLES OF USE: When someone is feeling excited about a task, it impacts them to perform better.! __________________________________________________________________________________________ TURN AND TALK: Describe an event that made an impact on your day or attitude.! __________________________________________________________________________________________



!potential : (noun) possibility, future capability! FORMS/RELATED WORDS: potentially, potent, impotent, potency! __________________________________________________________________________________________ EXAMPLES OF USE: _______________________________________________________________________ This class has the potential to earn A’s on their report card as long as you work hard in class.! ___________________ TURN AND TALK: What strategies do you use to reach your academic potential? ! __________________________________________________________________________________________



!transfer : (verb) to move something from one place to another! FORMS/RELATED WORDS: transfers, transferred, transferring, transferral, transferrable! __________________________________________________________________________________________



!



EXAMPLES OF USE: Sometimes students transfer from one school to another.! __________________________________________________________________________________________ TURN AND TALK: What are reasons why a student may transfer from one school to another?! __________________________________________________________________________________________



!design : (noun) plan; blueprint! FORMS/RELATED WORDS: designs, designed, designing, designer, designate, designation! __________________________________________________________________________________________ EXAMPLES OF USE: Genes contain information about your own unique design.! __________________________________________________________________________________________ TURN AND TALK: What are some features you would include if you could design a human being?! __________________________________________________________________________________________



!



"



1.  Write  the  5  focus  words  on  the  board.  (Beck/Snow  #1)   2.  Say  each  word  and  have  class  repeat  chorally.    Introduce  some  alternate  forms  of   the  word  (i.e.  controversy,  controversies,  controversial,  etc.)  and  have  class  chorally     repeat.    Clap  out  the  syllables  and  have  class  repeat  and  count  syllables.    (Beck/ Snow  #2)   3.  Language acquisition strategy- Model  a  different  language  acquisition  strategy   with  each  focus  word.  Encourage  students  to  use  the  focus  words  in  their   responses.    If  they  don’t,  provide  them  with  a  stem.    We  want  to  encourage  the  oral   use  of  the  focus  words,  so  ,  if  students  use  them  incorrectly,  spin  it  back  to  them   correctly,  but  do  not  tell  them  they  are  wrong.    Refer  students  to  their  vocabulary   page  to  see  deLinitions,  forms  of  words,  sample  sentence  and  turn  and  talk   questions  for  each  of  the  words:       a. feature  -‐  Localize  term/Meaningful  example  (Beck/Snow  #3).  Growing  up,   everyone  used  to  tell  me  that  one  of  my  best  features  was  my  smile.   Exaggerate  your  smile!  Don’t  you  think  my  best  feature  is  my  smile??  Well  we   all  have  unique  features  that  make  up  our  looks  and  personality.  Many  of  you   might  think  your  best  feature  is  your  sense  of  humor  or  it  might  be  your  curly   hair.  We  usually  look  for  certain  features  when  we  are  making  new  friends.   Turn  and  tell  your  partner  what  kind  of  features  you  look  for  in  a  friend.     b. impact  -‐  Localize  term/Meaningful  example  (Beck/Snow  #3).    Did  you  ever   have  a  day  where  nothing  turned  out  right?  This  morning  my  alarm  clock   didn't  go  off!  I  overslept  and  I  ran  to  the  bathroom  at  high  speed.  As  I  was   running,  I  slipped  and  scrapped  my  knee.  Then  there  was  an  accident  on  the   way  to  school  and  I  was  super  late.  All  of  this  really  impacted  the  way  I  felt   when  I  got  to  school.  I  was  really  upset  and  Llustered  all  morning.  Can  you   think  of  an  event  that  impacted  your  day  or  attitude?   c. potential  -‐  Localize  term/Meaningful  example  (Beck/Snow  #3).  I  am  sure   many  of  you  have  heard  the  phrase  “you  have  so  much  potential!”  All  that   means  is  that  you  have  the  capability  to  do  something.  For  example,  this  class   has  the  potential  to  earn  A’s  on  their  report  card  as  long  as  you  work  hard  in   class.  What  strategies  can  you  use  to  reach  to  your  academic  potential?  Turn   and  talk.   d. transfer  -‐  Localize  term/Meaningful  example  (Beck/Snow  #3).  We  often   transfer  our  written  drafts  onto  the  computer  to  publish  our  writing.   Sometimes,  students  transfer  from  one  school  to  another.  What  are  some   reasons  why  students  might  transfer  to  another  school?  Turn  and  talk.   e. design-‐  Word  Associations  (Beck/Snow  #13).  Often  when  I  hear  the  word   design  I  associate  it  with  fashion.  For  example,  I  usually  buy  Nike  sneakers   because  I  really  like  their  design  and  feel.  We  can  also  associate  the  word   design  with  people.  We  are  all  designed  to  look  a  certain  way  based  on  our   genes,  which  come  from  our  parents.  This  week  we  are  going  to  be  discussing   cloning,  or  copying,  the  design  of  humans  and  animals.  If  you  could  design  a   human  from  scratch,  what  are  some  features  you  would  include  in  your   design?



ELA  Launch  (Read  Aloud)  Teacher   Directions:  



" "



R O T A E R H T : G N I N O L C ? Y T I N U T R O P OP



Join the national conversation!



  Introducing  the  focus  words  through  the  



weekly  passage:  



"



1.Read  the  passage  aloud,  stopping  to  ask   debatable  questions  and  elicit  student   responses.      Examples  of  possible   debatable  questions  can  be  found  to  the   left.      



Word Generation - Unit 1.04



"



Focus Words design | feature | impact | potential | transfer!



WEEKLY PASSAGE What features make you unique?



What are the potential benefits of cloning?



What makes you who you are? Both your genes and your experiences have an impact on your identity. Your genes contain information about your own unique design. They help determine many of your features, such as your eye color, your height, and which hand you use to write. Scientists have invented a process called cloning that allows them to copy the genes of living things, or organisms. Scientists transfer some of an adult organism’s genes to a new egg. After the transfer, a clone or copy of the original organism starts to develop. Researchers are using one type of cloning to study new treatments for diseases like cancer. They believe that cloning has the potential to help people with serious illnesses. Many farmers are cloning plants to produce crops featuring qualities that people like, such as juiciness in tomatoes. Some farmers are interested in cloning animals, too. For instance, they want to clone cattle that produce particularly tasty and tender beef.



SERP 2014



In the future, scientists may be able to clone a person. This process could create identical twins born at different times. But is that a good idea? Many people worry about how cloning will impact our lives. What would happen if people could design other people? What if, for example, leaders could choose the features they wanted their soldiers to have and then make an army of clones? What if parents could clone their children? Should people be allowed to clone their pets? How might we take advantage of the benefits cloning offers while preventing potential problems?



What are possible impacts cloning can have on humans?



| Word Generation



|



Series 1 - Part A



|



wordgeneration.org



|
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2.Make  sure  that  students  use  the  words  as   they  respond  to  the  questions.    Provide   question  stems  if  necessary  and  ask   students  to  repeat  back  to  you  if  they  are   struggling  to  place  the  words  in  the   sentence.      



"



3.Introduce  the  question  of  the  week,   (Cloning:  Threat  or  opportunity?)  and  give   students  3-‐5  minutes  to  openly  discuss   their  perspectives  with  a  partner,  making   sure  to  use  the  focus  words.      



"



TEACHER Discussion Questions:" ‣ What would happen if your genes were transferred to a new human egg?" ‣ What are some potential benefits of cloning?" ‣ What impact could cloning have on the food we eat?" ‣ If you could design an army of clones, what features would they have?" ‣ Potentially, what could go wrong if people were able to clone their pets?



Math Lesson Teacher Directions:



Unit 1.04 



Testing 1,2,3.....Will this save?



Cloning: Threat or opportunity?  Problem of the Week!



Cloning an organism means transferring its genes to a new egg, and allowing a copy to develop with the same design as the original. Scientists are already cloning cows for the beef industry. They choose cows with especially tender meat, or other desirable features. There are many other potential applications of cloning. Should we clone endangered species? Many people need new organs to survive. Are human clones the answer? Despite the potential for good, many people worry about the impact of this new technology on our society. !



!



Cloning Animals



Here are the results of a 2010 Gallup poll that told how Americans felt about cloning. Option 1: Based on the graphs, which of the following statements is true?



Cloning 3% Humans



6%



9%



31%



A) Most Americans think that cloning humans is morally okay. B) Most Americans believe that cloning humans is morally equivalent to (or the same as) cloning animals. C) Most Americans think that neither animals nor humans should be cloned.



63%



88% Morally Wrong Morally Acceptable Other



D) Most Americans think that cloning animals is morally okay. Option 2: Actually, True or False: thewould graphs, of Americans believe that cloning animals okay,cloning but Answer: this isBased false. on This be25% true only if all of the people who disagree with is animal cloning people is not. also disagree with human cloning. (Then, 88% - 63% = 25%) This seems likely, but based on the information given it



! !



is at least POSSIBLE that some people find animal cloning morally wrong, but human cloning morally okay.



Math Discussion Question: Many people believe that each human being is uniquely designed by God. Our society is built on the idea that each human is a special creature with special responsibilities and rights. Are these ideas in danger? Are you a unique and special individual, or are you simply a collection of features, like hair color, height, and IQ? What impact would human cloning have on the idea of human rights? Would human rights transfer to human clones? Why do so many Americans think cloning is wrong? What are some potential © Strategic Education Research Partnership 2010 "27 problems with cloning humans?



 



1. Focus word recall activity (Repetition through choral call and response Beck/Snow #2) - Ask students, “Who can remember one of the focus words without looking at their WG notebook or the word wall?” Continue until all 5 focus words are recalled. Record on the board. Ask students to repeat each word through choral call and response to practice pronunciation of words. Practice each word in unison, calling on targeted students who would benefit from individual attention. Alternatively, have students work in pairs to practice pronunciation with each other; then share out. 2. Ask students to think about how one of the five focus words can be used in a math classroom. Turn and talk. Then share out as a class. (For example: changing numbers in an equation can impact the answer.) 3. Language acquisition strategy (Word relationships (clap, snap or hand raise) Beck/ Snow #20) - Ask students to clap to show how much (not at all, a little bit, a lot) they would like: - To design the Beyonce’s next album cover? - To make an impact in the world, like Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. or Albert Einstein? - To be the next movie star in a feature film? (Feature) 4. Transition to the WG Math problem of the week. Ask the class to work in groups to solve Option 1. 5. Ask a group to share and justify their answer. Alternatively, ask students to share their answers with each other. Then, call on partners to explain each other’s answers. 6. Now ask another group to share and justify their answer using two of the focus words. Then ask another group to use four, then then all five and one from a previous week. 7. If time, repeat steps 4-6 for option 2. 8. Summarize by asking students what they think about the WG Debate topic: Cloning: Threat or Opportunity? How might information from the WG math problem of the week be used to justify your opinion?



""



Possible Extensions: Below you will find a list of suggested extension or homework activities that you may use with your students. All activities are relevant to the Common Core Standards for Mathematical Practice and problem-solving strategies which could be used at any point throughout the school year: a. “Ask yourself” questions - Scaffold the WG math problem by having the students “ask themselves” the following questions: 1) What relevant information do I have? 2) What am I trying to figure out? 3) Which strategy should I use to solve this problem? 4) Will creating a chart or table help me? 5) Does my answer make sense? 6) How can I prove my answer is correct? b. Eliminating distractors - Ask students to justify their multiple choice answers AND explain why they eliminated the other three options. This will help students pinpoint possible errors that might lead them to an incorrect answer. c. Justifying an extended response - Ask students to develop a structured short response to the WG math problem. Use a strategy such as F.A.P.E. (Flip it, Answer it, Prove it, Explain it), or R.A.P. (Restate, Answer, Prove) to scaffold student responses. d. Curriculum connection - Ask students to make a connection between the content of this week’s WG math problem and the current curriculum.



Science Lesson Teacher Directions:



"



1. Focus word recall activity (Puzzles Beck/Snow #26) - For example, for potential: - I am thinking of an adjective describing how much possible energy someone or something has. - This word is often used to describe the possible future someone has or the impact they may make. 2. Ask students to think about how one of the five focus words can be used in a science classrooms. Turn and talk. Then share out as a class. (For example, The scientist designed a an experiment to test her 3. Language acquisition strategy (Generating contexts and examples Beck/Snow #21)Divide students into groups of 4 or have them work in their partnership. Tell groups to generate a list of examples for each of the statements below. Post the statements on the board or read them orally. - List two things that are transferred among people. - List 3 features of an experimental procedure. - List 3 things that make an impact on the environment. - Challenge: List one way potential energy is created. Ask a representative from each group to share out their lists. Repeat their sentence back to them using the focus word if students do not do it on their own. 4. Transition to the Thinking Scientifically exercise. Ask the class to work in groups to analyze Mr. Seemy’s class discussion and answer by matching the correct step to its corresponding image / discuss their choices at the bottom of their page or in their Science notebook. 5. Ask a group to share their answer to each question and to use at least 2 focus words in their responses. Modify this activity as necessary. For example, ask students who benefit from an additional challenge to incorporate all 5 focus words, either individually, with a partner, or as a group. 6. Summarize by asking students how they feel about the WG Debate topic: Cloning: Threat or Opportunity? How might information in the table be used to justify your opinion on this week’s topic?



Unit 1.04



Cloning: Threat or Opportunity?



"



THINKING SCIENTIFICALLY The students in Mr. Seemy’s class are arguing about the potential impact of cloning on society. Suddenly Chris says, “Wait a minute. I’m not sure I really even understand what cloning is. I imagine some sort of magic copy machine, or a giant test tube or fish tank with copies of people or animals growing in it, but I have a feeling that’s just science fiction.” Miranda says, “It has something to do with DNA, the molecule that controls what physical features get passed from parents to their children. Usually a baby gets a mix of its parents’ DNA, but cloning somehow involves copying just one individual’s DNA to make another individual. But I don’t know how that’s actually done.” “The first mammal that scientists cloned was a sheep, back in 1996,” says Mr. Seemy. “They named the cloned sheep Dolly, and she was probably the world’s most famous sheep! Why don’t you two do a little research on how Dolly was cloned?” Chris and Miranda did some research and put together the following short description of the cloning process used to produce Dolly. This is still the general approach used for cloning animals.



On the left is Marina and Chris’s simplified five-step summary of how to clone an animal. But the images on the right, designed to illustrate the process, are all mixed up. See if you can match each step to its correct illustration. The first one is done for you. Step 1: Take an egg cell from a female sheep and remove the nucleus from the egg. (The nucleus is where a cell’s DNA is.)



Teacher notes



Step 2: Take a nonreproductive cell (not an egg or sperm cell) from the sheep you want to clone. Transfer the nucleus from that cell to the nucleus-free egg.



"



Possible Extensions: Below you will find a list of suggested extension or homework activities that you may use with your students. Please note that not all extensions are relevant to each science experiment, so be sure to select the ones that will be the most meaningful for your students: Identifying variables- Identify the control(s) and variables in the experiment: independent, dependent, and constants. State the question- Create a testable question that includes the independent and dependent variables. Form a hypothesis- Create a new relevant hypothesis that states the relationship between variables and draws upon given background information. Design a procedure- Create a new procedure that reduces the previously identified limitations in the experimental design. Graphing- Graph the data and label the independent and dependent variables on the axes. Analyze data- Explain experimental data using two or more of the focus words.



Step 3: Give the egg cell a small electric shock to make it start dividing. As it divides, it grows into an embryo. Step 4: Put the embryo into another sheep who will be the “surrogate” (substitute) mother. Step 5: The surrogate mother sheep gives birth to a sheep that is a genetic copy—a clone—of the sheep that provided the DNA from its non-reproductive cell.
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Unit 1.04!



Cloning: Threat or Opportunity? 



Social Studies Debate Teacher Directions: (SEE NEXT PAGE FOR STEPS FOR TEACHER DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTING DEBATES IN CLASS).



 



"



DEBATING THE ISSUE



Debate, Moderate, Evaluate.....



Note: This week’s debate topic has been modified to create a more clear pro and con side. Pro - Cloning is worth the risk. Con- Cloning is not worth the risk.



Is cloning worth the risk?!



!



Write down pro and con arguments based on the article, the WG math lesson, the WG science lesson, as well as ideas that you generate yourself. Use as many focus words as you can. Pro



1. Some scientists believe that cloning has the potential to help people with serious illnesses."



"



2. In order to create a better product, farmers design cloned plants with specific qualities, such as tomatoes that are juicer or larger fruits."



"



3. Scientists are now cloning cows for the beef industry, they choose cows with especially tender meat, or other desirable features.



Con



1. How sure are scientists of the procedures of cloning? Is it really safe to transfer genes from one human to another?"



"



2. Many people, especially people with strong religious beliefs, think that each human being is uniquely designed by God and scientists should not be allowed to alter that."



"



3. Many Americans believe cloning is wrong; one reason is the negative impact it would have on human rights.



" To the left is a sample filled in pro-con chart. "



Encourage students to identify 3 arguments for the pro and 3 arguments for the con.



"



Encourage students to use at least 1 focus word in each of their arguments.



Social Studies Debate Teacher Directions:



"



Unit 1.04!



Cloning: Threat or opportunity?  DEBATING THE ISSUE Word Generation Debate Organizer Who’s who? Pro ______________________



Con ________________________



Moderator ____________________



Evaluator __________________



Moderator Sentence Stems: What I heard you say is… I believe you said … Correct me if I am wrong, but I thought I heard you say… Based on what I heard, I think that you really believe… Do you agree with your opponent’s argument that… Can you provide some evidence to back that up?



Evaluator Tally Sheet (Tally how many focus words each debater and the moderator uses during the debate.) Focus Words



Pro



Con



Moderator



1. Focus word recall activity (Visualizing focus words)- Display 5 images that could be associated with each of the 5 focus words. Remind students that, while you had matches in mind, there can be multiple correct answers. Ask students to turn and talk with their group to match each image with a focus word. Examples: design - blueprints; feature(s) - human face; impact - two cars colliding; transfer changing from bus to bus; potential - A young boy reading a book on space travel - he then becomes an astronaut as an adult. 2. Language acquisition strategy (Writing sentence stems Beck/Snow # 24) - Provide students with sentence stems and ask them to complete. Here students cannot write down the obvious where student understanding is not clear. Example(s): (Potential) - The new basketball player on the team had potential because… - That guest speaker did not have an impact on the student body because… - The new buildings design did not work because… If necessary, ask students to briefly review the WG article of the week. 3. Pro or Con? - Ask students to turn and talk and share their own opinions on the week’s debate topic: “Cloning: Threat or opportunity?” Remind students that they can use evidence from the article, the WG math problem, the WG science lesson, or their own experience. 4. Ask groups to share out their arguments using at least two focus words, then four, then all five plus one from a previous week. 5. As students are sharing out arguments, create a T-chart on the board and list 2-3 salient arguments on the pro side and on the con side. Students can use the T-chart as a support during their debates. (See previous page for examples) 6. Explain 4-person debate structure: Pro - Argues the pro (yes) side of the debate. Tries to use as many focus words as possible (both this week and previous weeks) Con - Argues the con (no) side of the debate. Tries to use as many focus words as possible (both this week and previous weeks) Moderator - Uses accountable talk sentence stems to keep the debate going. After pro and con each speak, moderator summarizes arguments and recalls focus words used. Evaluator - Tallies the number of focus words used by pro, con and evaluator. 7. Hand out and explain debate organizer. Make sure students sit in groups of 4. 8. Model debating with a student. Ask for a student to volunteer to tally on the board and for a student to be a volunteer moderator. The teaching point that you model will change over time based on strengths/ weaknesses you saw in the previous week’s lesson (Ex. use of transition words use of accountable talk stems body language, analyzing evidence, etc.). 9. Make sure all students have an assigned role. 10. Say “3,2,1 Debate” and commence simultaneous 4 person debates. Travel around the room listening for the use of focus words. 11. Ask all evaluators to raise their hands. Ask: “what focus words of the week did you hear most often? What focus words from previous weeks did you hear? What focus words did you hear least often?”



" "



Alternate Debate Formats - After students get comfortable with the four person debate, try integrating other debate structures, such as: Previous Weeks Words:



 



Actor/Director - 2 person format. Actor reviews pro and con arguments on the T-chart. Director says “Pro-go”. Actor says as many arguments as possible using as many focus words as possible. Director says “Con-Go”. Actor says “On the other hand” (or uses another thought reverser [however, whereas etc.]) and then begins giving con arguments. Director says stop. Director says “What I heard you say is....” and tries to recall all of the arguments and focus words used.



"



Lightning Round - Label one side of the room pro and one side con. Ask all students to stand. Ask students to walk to the side of the room that they agree with more (pro or con). Give every student a number on the pro side and ask them to remember their number. Give every student a number on the con side. Randomly call out a number (“number 5” for example). Each side huddles up around their number 5’s and gives them tips on arguments and focus words to use for 2 minutes. Number 5s then go to the center of the room and have a mini-



Writing Teacher Directions:



" Unit 1.04!



Should cloning be allowed? What impact might it have on people’s lives?! WRITE ABOUT IT



!



Use the focus words from this week and previous weeks. Support your position with clear reasons and specific examples. Focus Words design | feature | impact | potential | transfer!



! _________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________



1. Focus word recall activity - Ask the class, “How was the debate in Social Studies yesterday? After debating/moderating/evaluating, what do you think about the topic of the week, ‘Cloning: Threat or opportunity?’ Turn and talk. Try to use at least three focus words.” Share out.   Language acquisition strategy (Word Associations Beck/Snow #13) - Tell the 2. students to look over the five focus words. Ask students, “What person, movie, or thing would you associate with the word (focus word)? Turn and talk.” Example Teacher: What person, movie, or thing would you associate with the word transfer? Student: School, because students sometimes transfer from one school (or class) to another. Note: Responses will vary. 3. Introduce WG free response - Tell the class, “You will now write a short response to the question: ‘Should cloning be allowed?’ What impact might it have on people’s lives?’ You can use evidence from the WG article, the WG math problem, the WG science lesson, WG debate, or your own experience. Try to use all five focus words for the week, plus words from previous weeks.” This assignment can change throughout the year depending on the needs of your students or units of study. For example, you can start with simple sentence writing, transition into paragraphs, and then write different types of responses such as: argumentative, informational, narratives, letter to the author, etc. 4. Assess using the Academic Language Rubric - Use the Academic Language rubric below and on the next page to assess student WG short responses.



"



Disclaimer: this rubric can be supplemented with school-created writing process L.6$–$Acquire$and$use$accurately$grade5appropriate$general$academic$and$domain5specific$words$and$phrases;$ gather$vocabulary$knowledge$when$considering$a$word$or$phrase$important$to$comprehension$or$expression.$



$



!



_________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________



Accuracy$of$Use$I$ Is!the!word!used!correctly!in! form?$



Accuracy$of$Use$II$ Is!the!word!used!correctly!in! context?$



Frequency$of$Use$I$



$



$



$



Emerging$



Developing$$



Proficient$



Exemplary$



(1)$



(2)$



(3)$



(4)$



Rarely!uses! appropriate!form! for!words!



Uses!appropriate! form!for!some! words!



Uses!appropriate! form!for!most! words!



Uses!appropriate!form! for!all!words!



Rarely!uses! Uses!appropriate! appropriate! context!for!some! context!for!words! words!



Uses!appropriate! context!for!most! words!



Uses!appropriate!context! for!all!words!



Uses!no!words!of! the!week!in!task!



Uses!1=2!words!of! the!week!in!task!



Uses!3=4!words!of! the!week!in!task!



Uses!all!words!of!the! week!in!task!



Uses!no!words! from!previous! units!in!task!



Uses!1=2!words! Uses!3=4!words! from!previous!units! from!previous! in!task! units!in!task!



!



!



How!many!of!the!words! taught!during'the'week!were! used?!



Frequency$of$Use$II$ How!many!of!the!words! taught!from!previous'units! were!used?!



!



Uses!5!or!more!words! from!previous!units!in! task!



L.6$–$Acquire$and$use$accurately$grade5appropriate$general$academic$and$domain5specific$words$and$phrases;$ gather$vocabulary$knowledge$when$considering$a$word$or$phrase$important$to$comprehension$or$expression.$



$



!



Accuracy$of$Use$I$ Is!the!word!used!correctly!in! form?$



Accuracy$of$Use$II$ Is!the!word!used!correctly!in! context?$



Frequency$of$Use$I$



$



$



$



Emerging$



Developing$$



Proficient$



Exemplary$



(1)$



(2)$



(3)$



(4)$



Rarely!uses! appropriate!form! for!words!



Uses!appropriate! form!for!some! words!



Uses!appropriate! form!for!most! words!



Uses!appropriate!form! for!all!words!



Rarely!uses! Uses!appropriate! appropriate! context!for!some! context!for!words! words!



Uses!appropriate! context!for!most! words!



Uses!appropriate!context! for!all!words!



Uses!no!words!of! the!week!in!task!



Uses!1=2!words!of! the!week!in!task!



Uses!3=4!words!of! the!week!in!task!



Uses!all!words!of!the! week!in!task!



Uses!no!words! from!previous! units!in!task!



Uses!1=2!words! Uses!3=4!words! from!previous!units! from!previous! in!task! units!in!task!



!



!



How!many!of!the!words! taught!during'the'week!were! used?!



Frequency$of$Use$II$ How!many!of!the!words! taught!from!previous'units! were!used?!



!



Uses!5!or!more!words! from!previous!units!in! task!
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